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With November and December being quiet months for the project team, and our being two 

thirds through the 2-year project, an opportunity arises to review what has been achieved to 

date in our aim to research the lost history of the three Shepton Mallet (SM) hamlets of 

Darshill, Ham and Bowlish 

 

The hamlets were centres of farming and cloth production from medieval times until the turn 

of the 20
th

 century and made a vital contribution to the local economy for hundreds of years, 

employing thousands of local people to provide for their families during that time 

 

Stretching from the current-day SM water treatment works, built on the site of the biggest 

woollen cloth mill at Lower Darshill, through current-day Darshill, Ham and Bowlish to 

Longbridge, the mills drew their power from the River Sheppey via a series of mill ponds, 

channels and tunnels to drive mill wheels as large as 30 feet (9.1m) in diameter 

 

The project studies the physical remains and both the historic and present day environment to 

try and revive something of the lives of the people involved; what traces have our forebears 

left through the centuries of their toil, strife, birth, marriage and death? We aim to make their 

legacy known and available to all 

 

The community launch in September 2018 was pictured outside one of only two remaining 

teasel drying Handle Houses in the UK, at Lower Darshill 

http://www.dbhp.org/


The project has two major components – 

research and outreach. Research composed 

four parts, documents, architecture, 

archaeology and biodiversity, and these 

were included in the initial phase of the 

project  

 

DOCUMENT RESEARCH 

Sue Shaw, a very experienced researcher, 

has used the resources of Somerset 

Heritage Centre, The National Archives, 

and Duchy of Cornwall records and has 

completed final drafts for all requested 

properties, except for Bowlish House, 

Coombe House and Coombe Cottage 

which are expected shortly. She anticipates 

completing the narrative for the former 

mills by Easter 

 

ARCHITECTURAL SURVEYS 

Alan Marter has been co-ordinating 

designated property surveys made by 

Somerset Vernacular Buildings Research 

Group (SVBRG) and the subsequent 

production of detailed internal drawings 

with supporting narrative. Only Park 

House and Bowlish House remain to be 

completed, although some additional 

properties might still be nominated 

 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEYS 

A dig was needed and Alan Marter spent 

considerable time researching Darkes 

Hole, a medieval mansion, before 

abandoning the site when Wessex Water 

confirmed it as contaminated. However, 

mention was made in the 1872 addenda to 

John Farbrother’s ‘Shepton Mallet’ “… a 

house, now demolished, on the crest of the 

high meadow land overhanging the present 

stone quarry.” The spot, off Forum Lane, 

was called Primrose Hill, a 16
th

/17
th

 

century mansion, and a dig took place in 

October 2019 overseen by professionals 

from Context One. Sadly, the hoped for 

mansion wasn’t found but further reviews 

of topographical images might indicate a 

nearby site for another dig. Other activities 

have seen Martin Greening metal detecting 

on the ancient pathway at Darshill Farm, 

whilst Ian Keys sent wood samples from 3 

properties to Oxford University for 

radiocarbon dating, and mortar samples 

from a long demolished mill to Aarhus 

University, Denmark also for carbon 

dating – results awaited 

 

BIODIVERSITY (Environment) 

Jane Williams identified eleven areas of 

biodiversity and each has now been 

thoroughly surveyed by a mix of 

professionals, enthusiastic local amateurs 

and residents (the results are currently 

being summarised for publishing). 

Professionals have led well supported bat 

and botany walks and during their surveys 

have made some unexpected discoveries, 

eg a Greater Horseshoe bat roost and a 

spider, Cryptacea blattea, not previously 

recorded in Somerset. Jane said, “the 

surveys have proved just how healthy the 

local environment is, ecologically very 

encouraging, long may this remain so.” 

 

Outreach comprised schools and 

community – which were essential to the 

HLF funding bid, together with website, 

heritage trail and publication  

 

SCHOOLS OUTREACH 

Sue Dickerson, together with Caroline 

Crowley, Amanda Hirst, Jane Nicklin, Fay 

Rogers and Kai-Thomas Roth, developed a 

discovery day featuring the impact that the 

River Sheppey and the cloth industry had 

on the town, to fit in with the Key Stage 2 

Geography Syllabus. Their first outing at 

St Paul’s School in June was very 

successful and became the main news item 

on the front page of the Shepton Mallet 

Journal (SMJ). A return visit in September 

featured silk cloth making during the 

Victorian Industrial Revolution, whilst a 

day at Croscombe School in October was 

titled ‘The Story of Sheppey Cloth’. 14 

residents have been involved with these 

activities, whilst each of the days saw the 

pupils engage in hands-on weaving using 

the mini-looms we had purchased. At 

Bowlish School in July in support of the 



Schools’ 150
th

 Anniversary, Ian Keys and 

Lucy Milton gave a talk to the whole 

school describing 19
th

 century children’s 

lives, whilst Olive Bailey, Mike Burr and 

Mike Rossiter recalled their time as 

Bowlish pupils in the 1940s, 1950s and 

1960s. Amanda Hirst and Jilly Jenkin are 

working-up some Heritage Project related 

Schools competitions for the forthcoming 

Summer Term 

 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

Our display at Collett Day in June 

emphasising the importance of the 

Sheppey and its’ mills was well received 

by the many visitors to the show, with our 

new yellow gazebo being one of the most 

visible and most visited. The community 

competitions we ran during July were well 

supported, were judged by former BBC 

and ITV presenter Chris Kelly, and prizes 

presented at a community garden party at 

Ham Manor in August. Ian Keys has given 

a number of talks about the project, to the 

SM Trefoil Guild,  SVBRG general 

meeting, SM U3A – which received a 

fulsome write-up in the SMJ, to 

Trowbridge Traditional Society, to a 

Future Shepton evening at the Art Bank, 

and, during Somerset Art Weeks, talks 

titled ‘From Wool to Walls’ in B-Wing at 

Shepton Mallet Prison. Ian with Eddie 

Oram hosted guided heritage walks for the 

public in July and August through 

Darshill, Ham and Bowlish, whilst since 

August 2018 Eddie has produced a 

monthly newsletter distributed to all 

residents 

 

WEBSITE 

George Webb initially developed dbhp.org 

as a blogsite, to which Ian Keys has to date 

contributed over 50 blogs of relevance to 

the project. Looking ahead, George will be 

upgrading dbhp.org to become the project 

website – to hold all research, survey and 

activity information, against a website 

specification that Ian and Eddie Oram have 

almost finalised. Biodiversity will be the 

first section to be loaded 

HERITAGE TRAIL 

Using the experience gained from the 

guided walks, the Project Management 

Team (PMT) of Ian Keys, Alan Marter and 

Eddie Oram have agreed a mill-based trail 

through our hamlets which would involve 

a number of wall-mounted cast aluminium 

signs being sited. Discussions are currently 

taking place with land and property owners 

 

PUBLICATION 

Nothing to report at present as the booklet 

is very much an end of project action  

 

Despite the enormous amount of volunteer 

time and labour involved, the PMT had 

estimated a project funding need of 

£30,670. HLF awarded us a grant of 

£20,000 and we obtained £5,000 from the 

Medlock Charitable Trust, leaving £5,670 

to be found! 

 

FUNDRAISING 

Over the past year Brian Allen has 

completed countless applications to trusts, 

charities, companies and individuals and 

has so far raised an amazing £3,250, which 

could increase further dependent on our 

success in the SM Tesco Bags of Help 

token scheme which is determined by the 

number of blue tokens posted by shoppers 

for our project 

 

DBCS 

There are currently 55 residents that are 

members of DBCS from an estimated 

adult population of around 175. Please 

support us by becoming a member at £10 

per adult per annum, payable to DBCS : 

60-19-11 : 25578421. Thank you 

 

Eddie Oram, Hon. Secretary, DBCS 

01749 344154 : Marechiaro, Ham Lane 

eddie.oram@btinternet.com 
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